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Hello Church!  

 At least two of you asked me to write my first pass learnings from yesterday’s report from 

our Wisconsin United Methodist Foundation’s capitol campaign team. Some of us, 45 people to be 

precise, participated in the phone interviews held in June 2021. Some of what we learned in the 

process was affirming. Some of what we learned points us to more work we need to do. Also, some 

of what they learned about us because yesterday was their first on site visit (a COVID impact) 

shifted how they perceived our needs for the identified projects.  

 The people interviewed represented a total of 1,170 years of membership in Hudson UMC. 

The average length of membership is 29 years, with the longest membership 81 years and the 

shortest membership 3 months. Together the interviewees identified 24 leaders in our 

congregation, and the president of the foundation, Rev. Krystal Goodger, has committed to 

sending me those names for our nominations committee to consider as we get ready for our 2021 

Annual Charge Conference.  

 In my estimation, their report affirmed that we have a good understanding of our strengths 

and our needs. Our greatest strength the interviews surfaced is that we are a people committed to 

community outreach and missions. Our greatest need is to welcome new members into our church, 

especially younger generations.  

 Our enthusiasm for taking on the full building project—sprinklers, the elevator and 

accessible bathrooms, a new entry way, and a new worship (choir) workroom is lukewarm at best. 

The hard statistical analysis of our own giving behavior would advise us to take time to recover 

from COVID before proceeding with all four as a single project. That said, it is possible as we 

return to using our building more in the 2021-22 program year that we could be in a position next 

spring to do the sprinklers plus one of the other three projects. But with COVID’s impact on our 

building use combined with our current giving patterns, to be able to take on all three in 2022-23 

will take us making an amazing amount of cooperation with the Holy Spirit in the area of our 

strengths--great people with a heart for community outreach and mission—so that we can appeal 

better to the 20 and 30 year old heads of house now actively buying into Hudson according to 

Mission Insite (more on that in subsequent DCE’s and our Ephesians sermon series through 

August).  

 It seems our vision is aligned with God’s vision for us, but out timetable needs more time 

and we need to do more work that is not dependent on breaking ground yet. But just as I hope to 

pass a healthy Hudson UMC on to a younger pastor sometime in the next 8 years, it is possible that 

this younger successor will not have to hear about the elevator as a dream but can ride in it as 

he/she tours the building and learns of our relationship with CCH.  

 Long story short, before we break out the shovels and begin putting in new foundations for 

the three identified projects (sprinklers come with any next step and don’t need a foundation) how 



we actually use our building in the 2021-22 program year, how we improve our own outreach 

efforts to invite in new and returning people, as well as a fall effort to improve our stewardship 

household by household that will lead us to be able to determine when we are ready to take on 

these capital projects.  

 This is my overview of what the Wisconsin Foundation Capital Campaign Team, Revs 

Krystal Goodger and Jason Manke reported at yesterday’s meeting. The Accountable Leadership 

Board will be working on their full report through August and be ready to do forums both in 

Fellowship Hall and on Zoom when we are “back to normal” in mid-September.  

 What interested me most from yesterday was walking Rev. Jason Manke through our 

building after the meeting. Jason and I used to serve together in the Dane County circuit, and he is 

young enough to be my son. Jason’s new ministry with the Foundation is congregational 

stewardship education, and I know from watching him up close and personal for his entire career 

in ministry, that he is very good at congregational stewardship. Certainly much better at it than I. 

We are blessed that he can be our partner as we return to using our building and expanding our on-

line ministry in 2021-23.  

 As Jason and I did the first Foundation tour for any member of the current foundation 

team, he was very much impressed by the way past building campaigns were done well and the 

unique nature of our property including its physical relationship to CCH. Jason experienced our 

front door as he arrived, and in the meeting encouraged the folks present to get an ADA door 

done now, while we are evaluating our need for a new entry addition. When I took him down to 

the door to the lower parking lot, he quickly understood fully why our dream for an elevator goes 

back decades. 

 So, that is a lot for you to consider today and more will be forth coming. But I have decided 

that my guiding Scripture for 2020-21 will stay on my vision board for 2021-22; declares the 

LORD, “I know the plans I have in mind for you, they are plans for peace, not disaster, to give you 

a future filled with hope.” Jeremiah 29:10.  

Grace abounds!  

Rev. Dawn  

  

 

 


